SECTION H EXPECTATIONS
H TIME STAMP

(3783)

if Proxy Respondent
SKIP to:(3819)
H0.
Next I have some questions about how likely you think
various events might be. When I ask a question I'd like
for you to give me a number from 0 to 100, where "0" means
that you think there is absolutely no chance, and "100"
means that you think the event is absolutely sure to happen.
Let's try an example together and start with the weather.
What do you think are the chances that it will be sunny
tomorrow? ("0" means 'a 0 percent chance of sunny weather.'
"100" means 'a 100 percent chance of sunny weather.' And you
can say any number from 0 to 100.)
0-----10----20----30----40----50----60----70----80----90-----100
ABSOLUTELY
ABSOLUTELY
NO CHANCE
CERTAIN
(3786)
H1.
What do you think are the chances that your income will keep
up with inflation for the next five years?
0-----10----20----30----40----50----60----70----80----90-----100
ABSOLUTELY
ABSOLUTELY
NO CHANCE
CERTAIN
(3787)
if:R BIRTH YEAR EARLIER THAN 1904
SKIP to:(3789)
H2.
(Using a number from 0 to 100), what do you think are the chances
~IF R BIRTH YEAR EARLIER THAN 1909
that you will live to be at least 100?
~ELSE R BIRTH YEAR ON OR AFTER 1909+ R BIRTH YEAR BEFORE 1914
that you will live to be at least 95?
~ELSE R BIRTH YEAR ON OR AFTER 1914 + R BIRTH YEAR BEFORE 1919
that you will live to be at least 90?
~ELSE R BIRTH YEAR ON OR AFTER 1919+ R BIRTH YEAR BEFORE 1924
that you will live to be at least 85?
~ELSE R BIRTH YEAR ON OR AFTER 1924
that you will live to be at least 80?

0-----10----20----30----40----50----60----70----80----90-----100
ABSOLUTELY
ABSOLUTELY
NO CHANCE
CERTAIN
(3788)
H3.
What do you think are the chances that medical expenses will
use up all your (and your Husband/Wife/Partner's) savings in the next
five years?
0-----10----20----30----40----50----60----70----80----90-----100
ABSOLUTELY
ABSOLUTELY
NO CHANCE
CERTAIN
(3789)
if:(3786)(DK *OR* RF) *AND* (3787)(DK *OR* RF) *AND* (3789)(DK *OR* RF)
SKIP to:(3817)
if:IN NURSING HOME
SKIP to:(3793)
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H4.
Of course nobody wants to go to a nursing home, but sometimes
it becomes necessary. What do you think are the chances that
you will move to a nursing home in the next five years?
0-----10----20----30----40----50----60----70----80----90-----100
ABSOLUTELY
ABSOLUTELY
NO CHANCE
CERTAIN
(3792)
H5.
What do you think are the chances that you
(or your Husband/Wife/Partner) will have to give major financial help
to family members during the next 10 years?
(You may use any number from zero through 100.)
0-----10----20----30----40----50----60----70----80----90-----100
ABSOLUTELY
ABSOLUTELY
NO CHANCE
CERTAIN
(3793)
H6.
What do you think are the chances that you
(or your Husband/Wife/Partner) will receive major financial help
from family members during the next 10 years?
0-----10----20----30----40----50----60----70----80----90-----100
ABSOLUTELY
ABSOLUTELY
NO CHANCE
CERTAIN
(3795)
H7.
(Using a number from 0 to 100), what do you think are the
chances that you (or your Husband/Wife/Partner) will leave a financial
inheritance?
0-----10----20----30----40----50----60----70----80----90-----100
ABSOLUTELY
ABSOLUTELY
NO CHANCE
CERTAIN
(3796)
if:(3796)(00 *OR* DK *OR* RF)
SKIP to:(3802)
H3a.
(Using a number from 0 to 100), what do you think are the
chances that you (or your Husband/Wife/Partner) will leave an inheritance of
at least $10,000?
0-----10----20----30----40----50----60----70----80----90-----100
ABSOLUTELY
ABSOLUTELY
NO CHANCE
CERTAIN
(3797)
if:(3797)(0 *TO* 30 *OR* DK *OR* RF)
SKIP to:(3802)
H7b.
(Using a number from 0 to 100), what do you think are the
chances that you (or your Husband/Wife/Partner) will leave an inheritance of
at least $100,000?
0-----10----20----30----40----50----60----70----80----90-----100
ABSOLUTELY
ABSOLUTELY
NO CHANCE
CERTAIN
(3798)
H8.
(Using a number from 0 to 100), what do you think are the
chances that you will move in the next five years?
0-----10----20----30----40----50----60----70----80----90-----100
ABSOLUTELY
ABSOLUTELY
NO CHANCE
CERTAIN
(3802)
if:(3802)(0 *TO* 20 *OR* DK *OR* RF)
SKIP to:(3817)
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H9.
If you do move, would you probably move to a nursing home,
to a retirement community where you could receive services,
or just to a different house or apartment?
NURSING HOME.........................1
RETIREMENT COMMUNITY.................2
DIFFERENT HOUSE OR APARTMENT.........3
OTHER (SPECIFY)......................7
DK...................................8
RF...................................9

(3803)
-Skip-(3805)
-Skip-(3805)
-Skip-(3805)
-Skip-(3805)

H9a.
Would you try to maintain a home of your own or would
you move in with someone else?
(3804)
OWN HOME.............................1
MOVE WITH SOMEONE ELSE...............2
DK...................................8
RF...................................9
if:(3803)(DK *OR* RF)
SKIP to:(3817)
if:(513)(0)
SKIP to:(3808)
H9b.
In your choice of where to live, would you try
to live with, or closer to, a child of
yours (or your Husband/Wife/Partner's)?
(3805)
YES..................................1
NO...................................5
DK...................................8
RF...................................9
if:(3805)(5 *OR* DK *OR* RF) *OR* (513)(1)
SKIP to:(3808)
if: 2ND HOUSEHOLD
SKIP to:(3807)
H9c.
(Which child is that?)
CHOOSE ALL THAT APPLY
(3806)(A1-A5)
if:(3803)( *NOT* 1 *TO* 2)
SKIP to:(3817)
H9d.
Do you have a spot reserved in some way, such as being
on a waiting list for a (nursing home/retirement community)?
(3808)
YES..................................1
NO...................................5
DK...................................8
RF...................................9
H TIME STAMP

(3817)

HASSIST
IWER:
HOW OFTEN DID R RECEIVE ASSISTANCE WITH ANSWERS
IN SECTION H - EXPECTATIONS?
(3818)
INAPs................................0
NEVER................................1
A FEW TIMES..........................2
MOST OR ALL OF THE TIME..............3
H/J TIMESTAMP
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(3819)

